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"the most valuable birds in the world": international 
conservation SCIENCE AND THE REVIVAL OF PERU'S 
GUANO INDUSTRY, 1909–1965 
GREGORY T. CUSHMAN 
 
EXCREMENT IS NOT considered a topic of polite conversation, yet it is a fundamental and 
unavoidable part of biological existence. Such attitudes have ancient roots in taboos 
governing religious purity. The Mosaic law commanded: "Designate a place outside the camp 
where you can go to relieve yourself. As part of your equipment have something to dig with, 
and when you relieve yourself, dig a hole and cover up your excrement. For the LORD your 
God moves about in your camp to protect you and to deliver your enemies to you. Your camp 
must be holy, so that he will not see among you anything indecent and turn away from you." 
But in our secular age, these attitudes are more a reflection of how divorced urban, industrial 
existence has become from natural cycles and humanity's agrarian roots. Thus, the 
ecologically enlightened in our disposable society now have to read special books about "how 
to shit in the woods" to protect the wilderness from harm. There is even a book to teach 
children that "everyone poops."1 
1  
      This separation is due, in large part, to the great success experts have had at manipulating 
natural processes for the rest of us. A major task experts have been asked to perform over 
time has been to hide, wash away, and otherwise protect us from the scourge of our own 
excreta. As a consequence, the fundamental significance of merde en l'histoire has been 
largely hidden, with one major exception: The extraction of guano, the accumulated 
droppings of marine birds, is a dominant theme in Peruvian history. In fact, the period 1840–
1880 is known as Peru's "Guano Age."2 
2  
      During the first decades of the nineteenth century, European scientific travelers 
appropriated Andean knowledge of vast natural sources of nitrogen along the Peruvian coast 
for use by farmers in the Northern Hemisphere. From 1840–1880, Peru exported an estimated 
12.7 million tons of guano from its islands with a sale value in the range of £150 million ($13 
billion in today's dollars, see Fig. 1).3 This bonanza inspired a global rush to colonize even 
the remotest specks of land in order to exploit any bird colonies—or kanaka laborers—who 
might help produce this valuable fertilizer. Peru's ruling elite tried to use this geographical 
advantage to engineer a modern nation, but their project ended in tragedy, as one of the 
world's great mining booms turned bust. In 1879, after exhausting Peru's major guano 
deposits, the nation's leaders went to war with Chile over a second coastal resource, immense 
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deposits of inorganic sodium nitrate in the Atacama Desert. This devastating war over the 
wealth of nature—one of the largest armed conflicts in the history of the Americas—





Figure 1. Guano Production in Peru, 1840–1975. 
 







      Yet Peru's rulers refused to give up on the belief that Peru's rich marine environment 
would enable them to realize their dreams of national development. Like so many of their 
peers around the world, Peru's rulers looked to scientists for help. They joined a global 
movement at the turn of the twentieth century that empowered conservation technocrats to 
manage the natural world in accord with "the gospel of efficiency." As this study will show, 
this technocratic trend was just as prevalent in some postcolonial states struggling for 
autonomy in the global South as it was in the industrial powers of the North and their colonial 
dependencies. In fact, events in Peru laid the groundwork for U.S. scientists to extend their 
influence to other parts of the postcolonial world, often employing environmental ideas and 
techniques developed elsewhere in the tropics. These scientists not only focused on forests, 
rivers, plantation crops, and big game, they also valued humble creatures—even the 
excrement they produced—as long as they served some productive purpose for humankind.5 
4  
      Scientific conservation achieved one of its greatest triumphs shepherding three wild bird 
species native to the Peruvian coast. Historians of science and technology in the "developing 
world" have long cautioned us to use different criteria for success than those common in the 
industrial world.6 By these and other measures, the revival of Peru's guano industry was 
wildly successful. 
5  
      First and foremost, it was an economic success. Unlike the Guano Age, which depended 
on boom-bust exploitation of centuries-old deposits that were exported to feed crops half a 
world away, this new era relied on a sustained yield of excrement from Peru's existing marine 
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bird population in order to supply domestic agriculture. Beginning in 1909, environmental 
experts implemented a program that led to dramatic increases in the guano bird population 
and the production of excrement for human benefit. Indigenous workers dug up 7.6 million 
metric tons of fresh guano to serve Peruvian agriculture under this new system before its final 
collapse during the El Niño event of 1965. Extraction and sale produced a net profit to the 
Peruvian state and private shareholders worth over $650 million in today's dollars, in addition 
to increases in local agricultural productivity.7 These profits directly funded further scientific 
research in Peru. Compared to the fleeting gains produced by so many development projects, 
the Peruvian guano industry accomplished almost exactly what its managers envisioned over 
a period lasting five decades. 
      Second, this economic success helped foster new mind-sets toward the natural world, 
both in Peru and abroad. It forged a consensus among Peru's ruling elite that the guano birds 
were valuable as a living resource that could be managed much like farm animals. It is 
therefore no coincidence that many Peruvian agronomists—and not a few agribusinessmen—
embraced scientific conservation and attempted to extend its lessons to other realms. A few of 
them became outspoken defenders of the guano birds and other wild creatures. But the guano 
birds turned out to be quite different from domesticated animals: Not only were they 
frustratingly mobile, but their population oscillated wildly, especially during El Niño years. 
In fact, the human beings who dug up guano and applied it to their fields proved much less 
frustrating to manage using scientific techniques. These realities led scientists to become 
intensely aware of the complexity of Peru's marine environment and of the potential 
ecological significance of "all things rude and nasty, ... all creatures short and squat." The 
ability of scientists to rapidly convert these insights into better ways to manage the guano 
birds testifies to the success of their approach to Peru's marine environment.8 
7  
      Finally, the long-term success of this conservation project gave birth to one of nature's 
great spectacles: By the mid-1950s, up to 40 million adult birds patrolled Peru's coastal 
waters. For good reason, mid-century U.S. conservationists hailed this experiment as "the 
greatest of all industries based upon the conservation of wild animals" and sought to extend 
this system to Chile, Mexico, and beyond.9 The variability of Peru's marine ecosystem, 
meanwhile, inspired conservationist William Vogt to reevaluate his attitude toward death and 
decay and to target human population growth as the greatest threat facing modern 
civilization, a view that became orthodoxy for the modern environmental movement.10 
Historians must look to such success stories in order to understand how experts acquired 
enormous influence worldwide over environmental governance in the course of the twentieth 
century, as well as to evaluate the limitations to expertise, especially when it is associated 
with authoritarian rule.11 
8  
    
SOLVING "A NATIONAL PROBLEM"   
IN THE AFTERMATH of the War of the Pacific (1879–1883), a few Peruvians began 
looking for ways to make guano a part of postwar economic reconstruction. In 1890, the 
Peruvian government ratified the so-called Grace Contract. This agreement discharged Peru's 
huge foreign debt and restored its ability to negotiate international loans. In return, the 
Peruvian Corporation of London received control of Peru's railways for sixty-six years. The 
Peruvian Corporation promised to extend and modernize these lines in return for 2 million 
tons of guano, while the Peruvian government reserved the right to extract guano from the 
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Map 1. The Guano-Bearing Regions of the Peruvian 
Coast. 
 






      After more than a decade of almost constant civil war, Peru regained a measure of 
political stability when the charismatic strongman Nicolás de Piérola grabbed the reins of 
power in 1895. He agreed to share influence over Peru's central government with the old 
oligarchy that retained power along the coast from the prosperous days of the guano boom. 
This loose confederation of elites gained further support by recognizing the regional power of 
the landed aristocracy of the Andean highlands, or Sierra. These interest groups joined 
together in part because they shared a desire to put Peru back on the path to prosperity. Power 
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sharing allowed Peru to enjoy a relatively peaceful period from 1895 to 1919, which 
historians term the "Aristocratic Republic."13 
      Political peace allowed economic expansion to return to Peru. Mine owners and wool 
producers enjoyed greater access to markets linked to the expanded railroad system in the 
Sierra. Plantation sugar production along the coast grew rapidly thanks to favorable 
international prices, and even the remote Amazon region prospered briefly during the rubber 
export boom. This expansion also derived from the development of local industry; the 
beginnings of copper, cotton, and petroleum exports; and the influx of U.S. investment. These 
development patterns led to the wholesale transformation of local ecosystems, as they were 
integrated with the world economy. Agricultural development also meant that the Chinchas 
became inadequate to supply the growing fertilizer demand from coastal fields of export 
crops.14 
11  
      The return of prosperity nurtured a progressive, nationalist ethos among Peru's coastal 
elite. The rulers of country after country around the world during this era looked to "scientific 
politics" as the answer to the ubiquitous problem of "order and progress." Self-proclaimed 
positivists promoted the scientific study of natural resources and hoped to use these studies to 
craft plans for their rational development. To this end, the Peruvian state organized a Ministry 
of Development and several other scientific institutions.15 
12  
      Peru's incredibly rich coastal waters were an obvious target for scientific development. 
Large-scale geophysical forces cause prevailing southeast trade winds to blow along the 
Peruvian coast. These forces push the surface waters of the Pacific Ocean toward the 
northwest to be replaced by cool, subsurface water. As in all upwelling ecosystems, 
enormous populations of phytoplankton flourish on dissolved nutrients surfacing from below. 
In the words of Robert Cushman Murphy these microscopic organisms provisioned "vast, 
seething schools of surface fish, breaching whales, incredible flocks of birds ... bands of 
frolicking lobos ... [and] enormous shoals of porpoises," making coastal Peru one of the most 
productive marine environments in the world. On the adjacent land, in contrast, these 
conditions create one of the most arid, least productive natural environments in the world. 
This dryness inhibits both the microbiological breakdown of uric acid (C5H4N3O3) and the 
leaching of water-soluble ammonia (NH3) and ammonium salts (NH4+) from guano deposits 
and makes them uniquely rich in nitrogen. Unfortunately for most of the creatures that 
depend on these climatic conditions, the Peruvian littoral is periodically disturbed when the 
trade winds fail, thus allowing the influx of warm, nutrient-poor waters from the north. A 
local term for this phenomenon is now used by scientists to denote one of the world's most 
important climate mechanisms: the El Niño-Southern Oscillation.16 
13  
      In 1906, following a long-established pattern of consulting foreign experts for 
developmental advice, the Peruvian Ministry of Development hired fishery biologist Robert 
Coker to study its marine resources and formulate "scientific principles" to serve as "a guide 
to the conservation and reproduction of species" in Peruvian territorial waters, Reliance on 
external advisers has been one of the hallmarks of technocratic management of natural 
resources, not just in Latin America but throughout the colonial and postcolonial world. 
Indeed, outside experts played a controversial role in evaluating the extent of Peru's guano 
deposits during the nineteenth century.17 The son of a prominent South Carolina cotton 
planter, Coker had recently completed a PhD in zoology at Johns Hopkins and a series of 
government reports establishing new policies for oyster conservation along the Carolina 
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coast. Peru wanted Coker primarily to help revive its depleted marine shellfish industry, but 
he accomplished much more. In his report on the guano birds, Coker identified three species 
that produced usable quantities of excrement: the guanay (Phalocrocorax bougainvillei, a 
small cormorant or shag), the piquero (Sula variegata, a booby), and the Peruvian pelican 
(Pelecanus thagus, a close relative of the North American brown pelican), all members of the 
order Pelicaniformes (See Fig. 2).18 Coker countered the widespread notion that Peru's guano 
deposits were close to disappearing forever. He thought the remaining birds could easily 
produce enough excrement to fulfill the needs of both Peruvian agriculture and the Grace 
Contract if Peruvians stopped acting "like beasts of prey" toward the guano birds and began 




Figure 2. Symbols of Peru's Guano Age, Old and New. 
 
Courtesy PROABONOS, Peru. 
A shipwrecked guano vessel alongside a vibrant colony of 
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      As with Carolina oysters, Coker thought rational management of the guano birds required 
state intervention. He recommended a five-part policy designed to produce a sustained yield 
of guano each year: 1) Peru should immediately turn all coastal islands into a bird sanctuary 
under state supervision and permanently prohibit any private use of island resources, such as 
egg collecting and hunting. 2) Only one state contractor per island should receive the 
concession for guano extraction, in the hope of relieving the disruption of breeding caused by 
intense competition for deposits. 3) Peru should establish a permanent closed season during 
the November to March breeding period to allow the birds to reproduce in peace. 4) But since 
the entire year was important to the cycle of breeding, Peru should implement a rotation 
policy. Each island should be closed for at least one year between each season of guano 
production—the longer the closed period, the more the birds could reproduce. Peru already 
had implemented a rotation policy on the three Chincha islands to protect the guano birds, but 
Coker recommended applying this policy systematically to all the guano-producing areas in 
Peru. 5) Ideally, Peru should create a national monopoly responsible for the entire process of 
guano production and distribution. Coker strongly believed that a single, state-run company 
with a long-term stake in the bird's welfare would best provide for Peru's common interest. 
Since the Peruvian state already owned the guano islands, it possessed most of the legal 
power it needed to make these changes. In classic technocratic fashion, Coker quantified the 
wealth he thought Peru would accrue from his scientific plan: He "conservatively appraised" 
the guano produced by each pair of birds at $15 per year.20 
15  
      As in the United States, conservationists found many converts to the gospel of efficiency 
among Peru's capitalist class. Though a foreign scientist prepared the ground for the revival 
of the Peruvian guano industry, prominent Peruvians actually planted the seed. In March 
1909, Cuban-born financier José Payán de Reyna (president of the Lima stock exchange) and 
President Augusto Leguía (former manager of the British Sugar Company and outspoken 
admirer of the United States) masterminded the formation of the Compañía Administradora 
del Guano (CAG). This parastatal company received the sole right to extract, transport, 
unload, and sell guano to Peruvian farmers. CAG was strictly required to protect the guano 
birds in "whatever relates to the reproduction of fertilizer." An executive decree gave CAG 
direct control over all bird colonies south of Callao except for a region stretching from the 
Ballestas Islands to Punta Doña María.21 
16  
      CAG faced a crisis of public confidence almost as soon as it began producing guano. 
Guano sales to Peruvian farmers fell precipitously during CAG's first three years of operation 
as CAG rotated harvests on the Chincha Islands, the most productive area under its 
jurisdiction. To make matters worse, "sinister ocean currents" arrived from the north in 1911 
and caused the guano birds to flee their breeding colonies en masse; this El Niño event ruined 
the season's production of fresh guano and caused the deaths of tens of thousands of nestlings 
and eggs. Meanwhile, the Peruvian Corporation of London continued to export two-thirds of 
Peru's total output during these years. Local farmers hoarded whatever they could of the 
limited supply. This situation eventually spurred the Peruvian government to close the 
Ballestas Islands, the Peruvian Corporations's most productive territory, in March 1914 in 
order to allow the bird population and guano levels to regenerate. The islands were to reopen 
in 1916, but only to provide fertilizer for Peruvian agriculture.22 
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      The Peruvian government justified this aggressive action by invoking the twenty-first 
clause of the Grace Contract, which allowed "the government of Peru to consume the guano 
that is necessary for its agriculture" and which gave the Peruvian Corporation the sole right to 
export "existing guano." British stockholders immediately protested and warned that this 
unilateral action would threaten Peru's ability to negotiate foreign loans, but the Peruvian 
executive and Congress stood firmly by the decree. A consortium of farming and industrial 
interests chimed in with a statement that reveals the mentality behind CAG's creation. "The 
rational fertilizing of the earth," they asserted, acted as the key to agricultural growth, since it 
"put into circulation ... materials that exist in a latent state in nature." This practice enabled 
the "necessary progressive evolution" of Peruvian agriculture "from an extensive to an 
intensive system." With its unique capacity to produce guano, Peru could make up for its 
"inferior economic conditions" and quickly catch up with rich agricultural nations. Input-
intensive agriculture also would solve dire social problems: it would accomplish "progressive 
enculturation" of Peru's rural poor and lower food prices for the coastal "proletarian masses." 
In other words, Peru had an enormous stake in this controversy because guano had the 
potential to carry the nation forward into the modern world.23 
18  
      A foreign expert added fuel to this controversy. In fact, the Peruvian Corporation's 
European managers had long known that they depended on Peru's living guano birds for their 
share of the guano harvest. The Peruvian Corporation hand-picked its own expert to study 
declining production and discover means to encourage its "conservation and increase"—
Scottish naturalist Henry O. Forbes, a distinguished scientific explorer of Oceania and bird 
enthusiast who recently had retired as director of the Museums of Liverpool. Although he did 
not recognize the connection, Forbes may have been the first naturalist to study the ecological 
impact of the El Niño-Southern Oscillation on both sides of the Pacific. He witnessed the 
ravages of the great drought of 1877–1878 on the forests and plantations of Indonesia, and he 
arrived in Peru on Christmas Day, 1911, just in time to witness the advent of El Niñño. After 
receiving President Leguía's blessing, Forbes spent more than a year studying Peru's guano 
birds in the field.24 
19  
      In a February 1913 report, Forbes outlined major threats to the guano industry. He 
acknowledged the danger posed by El Niño and the guano birds' natural enemies, but he 
focused far more on the ways human behavior jeopardized the guano birds' well-being. First, 
he noted that ill-timed extraction often interfered with mating and nesting. He particularly 
condemned exploitation on the Ballestas Islands, where for the past ten years the Peruvian 
Corporation consistently had begun harvest in April, before the chicks could fly. Forbes 
admonished, "This is without a doubt one of the principal causes of the decline of the birds." 
Second, he pointed out the threat posed by coastal fishermen and guano workers who illegally 
stole eggs and chicks, although he discounted the damage caused by illegal dynamite use and 
other fishing techniques that potentially affected the birds' food supply. Third, he criticized 
the hiring of independent contractors to harvest guano on the islands because they sought to 
maximize short-term profits with little regard for the birds' welfare.25 
20  
      Forbes concluded with a series of recommendations. Anyone who expected this product 
of British imperial science to automatically decide in favor of his employers was sorely 
mistaken. Forbes took a radical stand on the meaning of clause twenty-one of the Grace 
Contract: The Peruvian Corporation only had the right to mine deposits that existed in 1890; 
in his view, the Peruvian Corporation had since stolen thousands of tons of fresh guano that 
rightfully belonged to the Peruvian nation. Therefore, he declared that all guano islands 
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except for Lobos de Afuera should be put under CAG's conservation-minded administration; 
the Peruvian Corporation could mine the old, rain-leached, nitrogen-poor guano deposits on 
this island to fulfill its remaining quota. Following Coker's lead, Forbes suggested additional 
policies to improve the birds' welfare: 1) private contractors should be banned from 
harvesting guano; 2) yearly extraction should take place only during the winter between 
breeding seasons; 3) the period between harvests on each island should be increased to three 
or four years; 4) no unauthorized visitor should come within one mile of the islands at any 
time; 5) the guano birds' natural predators should be systematically shot or poisoned; 6) an 
armed guardian force with gasoline-powered boats should patrol the coastal waters to keep 
the islands in "a state of perfect rest." Furthermore, Forbes advised Peru to set up coastal 
research stations to record oceanographic data and to hire scientists to regularly inspect the 
islands.26 
      Despite pressure from nationalists in the Peruvian Congress to escalate the confrontation, 
CAG made a deal. CAG promised to purchase fertilizer directly from the Peruvian 
Corporation in order to provide fertilizer to all Peruvian farmers who requested it. To prevent 
hoarding, CAG agronomists acquired the power to closely supervise Peruvian agricultural 
practices. These actions enabled CAG in 1915–1916 to meet national fertilizer demand for 
the first time without rationing.27 
22  
      Far-away events ultimately resolved this controversy. World War I created an enormous 
market for sodium nitrate from the Atacama Desert to keep Europe's guns blazing. High 
freight costs from South America and the post-war depression prevented the Peruvian 
Corporation from exporting guano from mid-1916 until mid-1920. The corporation's absence 
freed CAG to take over management of the entire coast. Fritz Haber and Carl Bosch, 
meanwhile, developed an industrial technique to synthesize nitrogen compounds. Their 
discovery enabled Germany to keep fighting. The Allies learned the secrets of this catalytic 
process as one of the spoils of war. Powered by cheap fossil fuels, chemical giants DuPont 
and BASF soon built enormous fortunes producing nitrogen fertilizer (and eventually nylon) 
using the Haber-Bosch process. By the time of the Great Crash, this technological revolution 
had eliminated the northern market for both guano and nitrates, even as it accelerated the 
worldwide shift toward input-intensive agricultural practices that began during the Guano 
Age. On 12 November 1929, with the world hurtling toward the worst economic depression 
in modern history, the Peruvian Corporation gave up its remaining interest in the Peruvian 
guano industry, even though it was still owed 624,000 long tons under the terms of the Grace 
Contract.28 The leaders of Peru's Aristocratic Republic thus used foreign expertise to their 
advantage in order to establish national autonomy in fertilizer production (albeit to export 
crops for consumption in Europe and North America). This qualified as a major success for 
this oft-maligned "neocolonial" era of Peru's history—a success comparable to the great 
hydraulic and forestry projects built by the científicos and positivists in charge of Porfirian 
Mexico and Brazil's Old Republic.29 
23  
    
MANAGING AN AGROECOLOGICAL SYSTEM   
DURING THE TWENTY-FIVE years following Forbes's 1913 report, CAG technocrats 
gradually consolidated their control over a complex agroecological system linking the 
enormous productivity of Peru's marine environment to the export of staple crops from the 
adjacent coast.30 They used the latest scientific understanding, not only to manipulate the 
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wide variety of organisms affecting the welfare of birds, but also to manage the behavior of 
human beings who extracted and used guano. Conservationism, hygienism, and Taylorism 
worked in tandem to maximize the production of excrement for Peru during an era when 
scientific management took the world by storm—on both sides of the North-South, East-
West, urban-rural, and human-animal divides. Ecology was a science of industrialization.31 
      The most significant action taken by CAG during its early years involved protecting the 
birds from the guano industry itself. Scientific traveler Robert Cushman Murphy descibed 
"thick beds of bones in hollows and gulches" on the guano islands, which evinced the 
industry's destructive potential. According to locals, thousands of young birds "were driven to 
slaughter by wanton guano contractors in the old time purely [to get] them out of the way of 
the diggers." Following Forbes's recommendation, CAG stopped contracting out the guano 
harvest in 1914. This gave CAG much more control over the behavior of its workers, and 
they were strictly ordered to leave the birds alone. CAG consistently set harvest times to 
come after the end of peak nesting season on each island. With these policies in place, the 
guanay and piquero became acclimated to the presence of workers, while the breeding 
pelicans on Lobos de Afuera and Lobos de Tierra flourished during the Peruvian 
Corporation's wartime absence. Later scientific studies showed that CAG's extraction 
practices caused, at worst, an ephemeral, local decrease in the guano bird population.32 
25  
      In contrast, the rotation policy promoted by Coker and Forbes was not nearly as important 
to reproductive success as these scientists predicted. CAG rotated harvests on most islands 
and points, but it did this quite haphazardly. It made almost no attempt to alternate harvests 
on two of its most productive guano islands, Isla Guañape (dominated by piqueros) and Isla 
Macabí (dominated by guanays). That laxness had no obvious ill effects. CAG's managers 
instead chose to follow the expert recommendations of agricultural chemists whose studies 
showed that guano on these relatively damp, northern islands lost significant potency after a 
year or two. Nevertheless, CAG consistently credited its "scientific" rotation policy for 
production increases, even when the practice was criticized.33 
26  
      Both Coker and Forbes agreed that island trespassers posed another significant threat to 
the guano birds. The presence of a malevolent human collecting guano, eggs, or chicks could 
spook an entire colony. Consequently, CAG established permanent guard stations (usually 
manned by a single guard) on nine islands and three coastal areas in 1915–1916 to protect the 
largest colonies. It gradually extended this network to encompass the entire coast, as 
company finances permitted. Their presence practically eliminated the trespassing problem. 
But CAG's guardian system had a decidedly negative impact on other coastal bird species. 
Island guards routinely hunted three birds to provide fresh meat for their sparsely provisioned 
tables: the potoyunco or Peruvian diving petrel (Pelecanoides garnotii), the chuita or red-
footed shag (Phalacrocorax gaimardi), and the pingüino or Humboldt penguin (Spheniscus 
humboldti). Repeated guano extraction also disturbed the breeding of the potoyunco and 
Humboldt penguin by removing the material they need to dig nesting burrows. These birds, 
common during the mid-nineteenth century, were virtually eliminated from the guano islands. 
Today, despite recent legal protections, the chuita is classified as "nearthreatened" and the 
Humboldt penguin as "vulnerable." The potoyunco only breeds in four locations and is in 
imminent danger of extinction. These marine birds were unintended victims of the guano 
industry's success.34 
27  
      CAG intentionally tried to rid the guano birds' natural enemies from Peru's coastal 28  
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islands. The simeón or band-tailed gull (Larus belcheri), the cleo or kelp gull (L. 
dominicanus), the pájaro ladrón or southern skua (Catharacta skua), the gallinazo or turkey 
vulture (Cathartes aura), and the buitre or Andean condor (Vultur gryphus) all preyed on the 
eggs and chicks of the guano birds. The gavilán or peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus), in 
contrast, caught adult guano birds on the wing. In 1915, in line with Forbes's 
recommendation, CAG began systematic extermination of these predatory birds as a part of 
its comprehensive conservation policy. In 1918, CAG armed its entire force of island 
guardians and lighthouse keepers to shoot predatory birds on sight. Robert Cushman Murphy 
reported that marksmen killed more than five thousand gulls in February and March 1917 on 
the southern islands, although the birds were "extremely abundant" again when he visited a 
couple of years later. Murphy at first thought it "seemed criminal that sharpshooters ... should 
be employed for the express purpose of killing such magnificent creatures as condors. But 
after witnessing the damage that these birds had done at Asia" Island, where eighteen condors 
systematically eliminated the island's entire breeding colony in a matter of days, his 
"sympathies inclined more toward the victims and the practical attitude of the guano 
administration." Since CAG raised "defenseless" guano birds in "a system of more or less 
artificial culture," Murphy's moral calculus allowed these "veritable harpys" to be executed 




Figure 3. Casualties of the War Against Varmints. 
 
From Robert Cushman Murphy, Bird Islands of Peru 
(1925). 
Andean condors (Vultur gryphus) killed by CAG 
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      From 1937 to 1939, CAG purchased 47,500 shotgun cartridges to kill predatory birds, an 
indication of the scale of this organized slaughter. But this was not wanton killing: Abundant 
evidence shows that these campaigns against "varmints" (especially condors) were vital to the 
establishment of new colonies and the rapid expansion of the guano bird population. Luckily, 
these campaigns were never extensive enough to extirpate predatory birds from the coast.36 
29  
      The same cannot be said for a more vulnerable member of the marine community. Lobos 
del mar or sea lions (Otaria flavescens) occupied an ambiguous place in CAG's official 
predator policy. Many local fishermen believed that "a working understanding" operated 
between the lobo and the guanay: Sea lions attacked from below and herded the fish to the 
surface where birds (and fishermen) could pick them off at will. Based on this belief, Peru 
banned sea lion hunting in 1896. Then Robert Coker published a study on the subject. As a 
good conservation scientist indoctrinated to the gospel of efficiency, Coker valued the lobos 
in terms of their impact on the guano birds and other marine industries. He concluded that 
lobos were neither beneficial nor harmful toward the guano birds; therefore, from the guano 
industry's point of view, they could be hunted for their skins, oil, meat, and whiskers. 
President Leguía followed Coker's suggestion and reopened lobos hunting in 1910. CAG 
obtained a five-year monopoly concession to hunt lobos in 1919 and again in 1936, based on 
the argument that independent sea lion hunters posed a threat to the guano birds. CAG killed 
as many as 36,500 lobos (mostly pups) in a single season, both to supply the local fur trade 
and increase the company's profitability, and to guard against the off chance that they might 
someday kill a guano bird. Coker provided no compelling reason to preserve large sea lion 
populations, which a new generation of market fishermen came to view as pests. So the 
Peruvian state made little attempt to rein in the killing, despite the caution of later scientists, 
until the lobos population bottomed out at eight thousand in 1961. A single conservationist's 
utilitarian stance thus nearly led to a regional extinction.37 
30  
      CAG looked to a different set of experts to orchestrate its campaign against the guano 
birds' microscopic parasites. Bio-medicine was the most advanced sector of Peru's scientific 
establishment during the early twentieth century, as it was in many parts of Latin America. 
This was due in part to the far-reaching triumph of tropical medicine, but also to growing 
interest in tropical plant pathology, livestock diseases, and a vigorous local tradition of 
environmental medicine known as "Andean biology."38 After Forbes's report, CAG workers 
began systematically dumping tons of island stones into the ocean to "clean" the islands for 
the birds. With this policy, CAG hoped to rid the islands of blood-sucking ticks (Ornithidorus 
tulaje and O. amblus) which lived under surface rocks, infested the birds and guano workers, 
and potentially carried blood parasites. CAG became obsessed with pathogens in the wake of 
the 1917 El Niño. In one of the first major scientific papers on the ecological impact of El 
Niño, Peruvian agronomic engineer José Antonio de Lavalle y García concluded that the 
common fungus Aspergillus fumigatus had caused massive bird mortality on the guano 
islands during the changed, "tropical" climate of this event. He believed disease threatened 
the well-being of the entire guano industry, so he recommended burning all bird corpses, 
culling all sick birds, and spraying the islands with sanitizing disinfectant or hot water after 
each harvest. In 1924, famed Peruvian bacteriologist Julio César Gastiaburú Rocco made a 
major discovery. He isolated the first wild instance of deadly avian cholera (Pasteurella 
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multocida), a bacteria typically spread by fecal contact. CAG eventually banned domestic 
fowl from the islands to prevent the introduction of new avian diseases.39 
      The principles of conservation, efficiency, and hygiene also influenced CAG's managerial 
stance toward guano workers and their ecology. Guano production still depended upon back-
breaking labor with simple hand tools: pickax, shovel, screen, jute sack, and brooms to pick 
up the last speck of valuable dust. The guano industry no longer imported coolie workers 
from East Asia, as it had in the nineteenth century. Instead, CAG recruited seasonal wage 
laborers from the Sierra.40 
32  
      Working conditions on the guano islands were difficult if not downright dangerous, 
although they were a marked improvement over the dark days of the Guano Age. Most guano 
workers contracted conjunctivitis, chronic coughs, and other respiratory problems from 
exposure to pulverized guano. Bronchitis, malaria (the scourge of highland migrants to the 
coast), and influenza were the most common causes of worker hospitalization. Their disease 
ecology also overlapped with the guano birds: Ticks, especially in their larval stage, easily 
adapted to feasting on human hosts. As on coastal plantations, CAG provided a spartan diet 
of easily transportable foods: rice, beans, dried meat, hard bread, and tea with sugar. During 
CAG's early years, workers occasionally suffered from scurvy from lack of fresh food. Guano 
workers had to provide their own bedding and usually slept in crude tents made from wood 
frames, woven cane, and old sacks that typically harbored clouds of flies bred by poor 
sanitation standards. Hygienists and labor activists routinely complained about this work 
environment. In response, beginning in 1916, CAG paid a series of physicians to study health 
conditions on the islands, recommend improvements, and provide free medical care to its 
workers. Their intervention led to the gradual construction of new hospitals and 
"scientifically prepared, hygienic habitations" on the islands. In later years, in line with 
populist tendencies in Peruvian politics, CAG offered life insurance and off-season housing 
to its workers and sports facilities on the islands. The fact that CAG was publicly owned 
made it far more receptive to pressure to improve working conditions than privately owned 
businesses in the region.41 
33  
      But all of this came at a cost for workers. CAG scrutinized the workers with disciplinary 
zeal. Even worker defecation and sexual practices came under surveillance. Physicians not 
only sought to avoid polluting the guano islands with human excrement, they also sought to 
prevent fights, sodomy, and other so-called pathological behaviors on these remote island 
outposts. During the early 1940s, when CAG began paying its workers by the task in an 
attempt to increase worker efficiency in response to a fiscal crisis caused by El Niño, it hired 
a new class of overseers (tarjadores) to carefully record every kilo of guano produced and 
every gram of food eaten. CAG relied on scientific management to discipline its workers into 
increasing guano production, rather than resorting to violence, as it had against the guano 
birds' natural enemies. Remarkably, the guano islands were mostly free of labor unrest over 
the years.42 
34  
      From this ecological base on the guano islands, CAG gradually built an integrated 
industry with monopoly control over almost all levels of fertilizer production, transport, and 
sale in Peru. Burros, small railway cars, and trolleys were the only labor-saving devices in 
use in 1909, but CAG gradually built an extensive island infrastructure with docks, roads for 
motorized tractors, barracks, administration buildings, guard houses, and even lighthouses to 
aid coastal navigation. CAG started without any boats to carry guano to port. It purchased its 
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first steamer in 1912 and by 1926 controlled a large, diverse fleet of steamers, pontoon boats, 
and sailing ships. CAG gradually developed a network of warehouses and shops to distribute 
guano, including several offices in the Sierra that provided agricultural extension services. 
But CAG's most important innovation involved price-setting. A CAG official removed a 
scoop of guano from every sack that arrived at a mainland port, mixed it in a bag with 
samples from all other sacks in the same shipment, and sent the combined sample to Lima for 
chemical assay. Purchasers promised to pay a standard price set by the Peruvian central 
government based on the average nitrogen content of the lot. Faith in chemical science 
guaranteed the hidden content of this product and the value of the exchange. This "objective" 
system replaced the face-to-face negotiation once used to set agricultural prices with an 
impersonal standard set by technocrats far away.43 
      CAG's duties went beyond fertilizer extraction and delivery. Its mission to promote 
scientific modernization focused on CAG's customers—Peruvian farmers. An agronomist 
trained at Peru's new National Agricultural School, José Antonio de Lavalle y García, took 
the lead in these endeavors. Like so many sons of the ruling families of Peru's Aristocratic 
Republic, Lavalle chose a technical career. In 1914, after making a name for himself touring 
the Peruvian coast studying fertilizer use and defending CAG from its critics, he took charge 
of CAG's Technical Section. Besides fertilizer assays, labs under his supervision performed 
free soil, water, and pesticide analyses for farmers interested in using the latest scientific 
techniques to manage their crops. In 1926, CAG organized its own agricultural research 
station under his command. Farmers also received propaganda and scientific studies from 
CAG that promoted scientific agriculture, including a monthly illustrated Boletín (1925–
1967). These publications provided a vital public outlet for scientific research in Peru for 
more than four decades. They constantly reminded farmers that their soil's fertility was 
derived from nearby marine birds, in stark contrast to the abstraction of commodities from 
their original ecological context so often characteristic of modern agriculture.44 
36  
      Core members of Peru's dominant class, agro-exporters, reaped enormous benefits from 
this agroecological system, which redirected the enormous productivity of Peru's marine 
environment to the adjacent coast. Peruvian law kept guano prices low while paying 
substantial dividends to the Peruvian state and CAG's private investors (most of whom were 
agribusinessmen). Twenty-five large purchasers consumed half of CAG's total production 
from 1909–1935, even though they represented a miniscule fraction of the farming entities 
that purchased guano. Cultivators of less than one hectare received only one-tenth of CAG's 
total production during this period; the other 90 percent went almost exclusively to vast 
monocultures of two export crops, sugar cane and cotton (see Fig. 4).45 These guano 
distribution practices clearly reflected Peruvian social realities: the concentration of irrigated 
coastal landholdings in the hands of a few, the lasting political power of coastal 
agroexporters, and their continuing dependence on consumers in the Northern Hemisphere. 
Meanwhile, the majority of coastal Peruvians, even those who worked the land, came to rely 
on expensive imported foodstuffs for survival. A series of crises eventually forced CAG to 
address the notorious "land problem" along the Peruvian coast.46 That CAG was able to adapt 
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Figure 4. An Industrial Island in a Monocultural Sea. 
 
From George R. Johnson, Peru from the Air (1930). 
W. R. Grace & Co.'s Paramonga sugar estate near Supe. This 
plantation purchased 48,413 tons of guano from 1909–1935, 





    
DEALING WITH "ECOLOGICAL DEPRESSION"   
THE AGROECOSYSTEM MANAGED by CAG was not stable. Far from it. CAG's 
managers confronted significant El Niño events in 1911–1912 and 1917. Led by Lavalle, 
CAG used scientific studies of these events to repudiate the criticism that their 
mismanagement was the real cause for the marked decline in guano production during the 
company's first decade. This strategy was so successful that CAG was able to extend its 
authority to new parts of Peru's economy and coastal environment in the wake of these 
ecological disturbances. Of course, the guano birds did the real work of recovery. The 
guanay, in particular, was adapted to reproduce quickly once El Niño conditions went away 
and upwelling resumed. CAG and its conservation ideals proved to be nearly as resilient. 
38  
      In 1925, a devastating El Niño event struck Peru and caused a marked decline in guano 
production.47 Francisco Ballén, CAG's general manager since 1909, tried to pass the blame 
onto Peruvian fishermen. He jealousy guarded CAG's monopoly control over the guano 
islands, and he rightly understood that a large fishing industry had the potential to hurt the 
guano birds by consuming their food. He had been trying for years to evict decades-old 
colonies of fisher folk from Lobos de Afuera and Lobos de Tierra and to prevent the Callao 
and Vicinity Fishermen's Union from obtaining concessions to fish within the two-mile 
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exclusion zone surrounding all guano islands. In the wake of the 1925 disaster, he 
successfully convinced an old friend of CAG, President Leguía, to establish a Fishery Police 
under CAG's control in line with Forbes's 1913 report. This request fit Leguía's new political 
style: After barely winning a second term in 1919, he had used authoritarian means to rule 
what remained of the Aristocratic Republic. With the help of three gasoline-powered patrol 
boats custom-built in Europe, CAG's fishery police detained and helped prosecute several 
law-breaking fishermen.48 As with so many conservation programs worldwide, the creation of 
guano island reserves criminalized many traditional practices and generated intense conflicts 
with competing users of Peru's marine environment. With Leguía's consent, CAG went to war 
to protect its nature sanctuaries from interloping fishermen.49 
      Beginning in 1930, the guano industry faced a different sort of crisis. The Great Crash 
caused Leguía's debt-fueled, eleven-year dictatorship to collapse— and forced Ballén to step 
down as CAG's general manager. As a hallmark of these changing times, Colonel Luis 
Sánchez Cerro transferred administration of CAG's Fishery Police to the maritime authority 
in 1931, and the Peruvian Armada expropriated its patrol boats. The institutional military 
recovered its monopoly over advanced weaponry as part of an unprecedented assertion of 
political power. CAG abruptly reached the limits of its political influence within the Peruvian 
government. But the gospel of efficiency on which CAG was founded proved adaptable to 
these new circumstances. In fact, Lavalle ended up with a higher administrative post.50 
40  
      Meanwhile, world prices for sugar and cotton collapsed. Peruvian farmers immediately 
stopped purchasing fertilizer and other expensive inputs. But CAG quickly developed 
arrangements to provide farmers with easy, long-term credit for fertilizer purchases. This 
lending pattern led to the establishment of the Banco Agrícola, an institution that significantly 
improved the financial situation of small-and mid-sized farms during the 1930s. Credit made 
it possible for many new farms to adopt input-intensive practices, including a few in the 
Sierra; this began to reverse the socially regressive patterns of guano distribution during 
CAG's early years.51 
41  
      This successful response to the Great Depression created unforeseen problems. Cotton 
prices skyrocketed in the mid-1930s, and Peruvian farmers along the central and southern 
coast scrambled to convert their land holdings to cotton. CAG had no way to raise guano 
production to meet this new demand. It responded by trying to force farmers to use guano 
more efficiently: CAG rationed guano distribution to major purchasers, distributed 
propaganda discouraging waste, and created a commission of agronomic engineers to tour 
coastal farms and determine their fertilizer requirements. As a last resort, CAG raised the 
price for growers of export crops, while giving preference to smallholders and food crops. 
These policies marked a broad reorientation in the guano industry, reflecting the populist turn 
in Peruvian politics during the 1930s.52 
42  
      But CAG continued to rely on expert guidance. Building on past patterns of success, 
CAG used its inflated profits to hire an ornithologist from the United States to study ways to 
increase guano production. As it turned out, CAG was able to acquire the services of William 
Vogt, a major figure in North American birding circles and a budding leader of the U.S. 
conservation movement. Unlike Coker and Lavalle, both university-trained professionals, 
Vogt acquired his scientific expertise as an avocational birder rubbing elbows in the museum 
and field with Ernst Mayr, Roger Tory Peterson, Robert Cushman Murphy, Margaret Morse 
Nice, and other New York-area scientists. Besides collaborating on published studies of local 
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marine birds, Vogt played an active role organizing larger-scale endeavors, such as the 
Audubon Society's Breeding Bird Census (est. 1937), that sought to understand, protect—and 
perhaps direct—the flow of migratory birds in North America.53 
      Vogt carried two bibles with him to Peru, his close friend Aldo Leopold's Game 
Management and Charles Elton's Animal Ecology, and Vogt extended their influence to a vast 
new frontier.54 Following their lead, Vogt implemented a "holistic" study of the guano birds 
and their environment during his three-year tenure in Peru. He set up the first large-scale 
banding project on the Peruvian coast, and he used aerial photos to make the first accurate 
bird census. Vogt's inspiration not only came from the far North, it also built on existing 
Peruvian research traditions. Following the precedent set by Lavalle, Vogt studied the 
microclimate of bird nesting behavior and confirmed that the birds preferred to nest in areas 
exposed to the prevailing winds.55 
44  
      But Vogt had a difficult time studying the "normal" behavior of guano birds because the 
Peruvian coast was beset by an "ecological depression" of outstanding longevity. Late in 
1939, an El Niño disrupted Vogt's early studies and caused massive nesting failure among the 
guano birds. This event lasted almost continuously for two more years and caused guano 
production to plunge to its lowest level since the 1917 El Niño. Vogt interpreted this climate 
event differently from his predecessors. Vogt commissioned an examination of "sick" guano 
birds by Peruvian pathologists and concluded they suffered from malnutrition. This 
confirmed Vogt's initial assumption, derived from reading Elton, that food supply was the 
major factor affecting guano bird population levels. Vogt also reassessed the ecological 
impact of CAG's island hygiene policies. He noted that CAG's rock-removal policy had 
eliminated the surface shelter that the four major predators of bird parasites, two spiders 
(Drysdera murphyi and Loxosceles nesophila) and two lizards (Tropidurus peruvianus and 
Phillodactylus sp.), needed in order to regulate their body temperatures on sunny days. (There 
were plenty of ticks and hot, sunny days on the guano islands during this El Niño, much to 
Vogt's discomfort.) Vogt proposed installing hundreds of small concrete shelters to encourage 
"natural" pest control on the islands. Island cleaning had also removed material the birds 
needed to build nests, Vogt noted, and likely caused increased competition and fighting 
between the birds for scarce nest material. In other words, cleansing the islands to produce 
the purest guano possible may have made them too clean for the guano birds' health.56 
45  
      Although Vogt found it easy to criticize existing practices, he was impressed by some of 
what he saw in Peru. Soon after this sojourn, he traveled to Chile and Mexico to help their 
governments establish local guano industries modeled after CAG. He also intervened to 
prevent a risky plan to transplant hundreds of guanay chicks from Peru to Baja California in 
order to replace the sargento guanero or Brandt's cormorant (Phalacrocorax penicillatus) 
with a more productive guano bird. To cement his legacy in Peru, Vogt arranged for his 
young assistant Enrique Ávila, a native of the Lake Titicaca region, to study wildlife 
management with Leopold in the United States. Ávila returned to CAG in 1946 as Peru's first 
professional, native-born ornithologist. He spent the rest of his career trying to instill Leopold 
and Vogt's environmental doctrines in his countrymen.57 
46  
      Vogt was profoundly affected by his encounter with El Niño on the guano islands. Years 
later, he credited this event for converting him into an outspoken advocate of human 
population control: "Here was mass death in unforgettable shape and sound. Somehow, ever 
since, it has been possible to understand more fully the famines of China and India." Vogt 
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praised CAG—and technocratic governance—in his 1948 manifesto Road to Survival, the 
best-selling book on conservation issues in the United States before Rachel Carson's Silent 
Spring: "Were natural resources generally managed as intelligently as the Peruvians have—in 
this century—managed their guano, the future of the human race could be regarded with 
considerably more optimism." His experience with guano even led Vogt to exhort his 
homeland to "closethe circle" and stop flushing away "Anglo-Saxon" feces, one of the 
world's last untapped sources of natural fertilizer.58 
      In the meantime, CAG implemented a few of Vogt's suggestions. It used explosives to 
remove obstacles that blocked prevailing winds on the islands. CAG workers used the loose 
stone produced by these landscape alterations to build vast networks of containment walls 
designed to prevent hot, thirsty chicks from falling to their deaths in search of water and to 
discourage adult birds from launching themselves into the air from the edge of cliffs where 
their guano would be lost to the sea. (Vogt had observed that birds tend to defecate at take 
off.) 
48  
      The most important policy change adopted by CAG after 1945, however, was originated 
by a new general manager, agronomic engineer Carlos Llosa Belaúnde. He used two of 
Vogt's main findings—food and competition for nesting spacewere the basic factors limiting 
the total size of the breeding population, and most birds migrated south during El Niño years 
when warm surface water flowed in from the north—to deduce that the guano birds lacked 
good nesting sites along several stretches of the Peruvian coast. He came up with a brilliant 
solution: CAG would create artificial "islands" along the southern and north-central coasts by 
building walls to isolate coastal points of land already frequented by roosting guano birds. 
Hunters then would eradicate avian and terrestrial predators from these havens. Llosa hoped 
the new islands would provide a breeding refuge during El Niño years and perhaps prevent 
the guanayes from "wasting" so much of their excrement over Chile. From 1946 to 1961, 
CAG built isolation walls around fourteen mainland points. (In a remarkable case of 
synchronicity, the South African government implemented a similar strategy along the 
Namibian coast during these years to expand the nesting area available to South Atlantic 
marine birds in order to increase the supply of guano to South African export wheat 
agriculture.)59 Llosa's new "islands" worked much better than he expected. They allowed 
Peru's guano birds to surpass their former breeding limits during the 1950s, with the 
additional help of a long stretch of cool years with exceptionally intense upwelling (what 
scientists now call "La Niña" events). This case reveals the extent of local innovation that can 
follow the visit of foreign experts.60 
49  
      In 1956, CAG produced an all-time record 332,223 metric tons of fresh guano containing 
6,200 tons of potassium, 31,600 tons of phosphate, and 47,000 tons of nitrogen—over eleven 
times the amount of nitrogen supplied to Peruvian farmers in an average year during CAG's 
first decade of operation. This largesse of nature enabled Peruvian farmers to consume 
fertilizer in proportions nearly equaling the average for all "developed countries" of the First 
and Second Worlds, and far surpassing the rest of the Third World. As a result of long-
standing changes in distribution policy, the majority of Peruvian guano went to produce food 
crops for local consumption — about a fifth went to smallholders, and a significant fraction 
(6.5 percent) went to farms in the Sierra. In 1956, CAG also made a net profit equivalent to 
$17.2 million in 2005 U.S. dollars (down from $25.4 million in 1955), even though CAG sold 
guano at regulated prices far below what the international market would bear. This income 
supported an elaborate scientific apparatus devoted not only to agronomy, but also to 
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oceanographic research. CAG officials also played an important role on the Comité Nacional 
de Protección a la Naturaleza, an organization of Peruvian scientists and agribusinessmen 
established in 1940 to advocate the establishment of wildlife protection laws, nature reserves, 
and national parks. Peru's guano birds became a source of international prestige and national 
pride, a true spectacle of nature.61 
      But there were storm clouds on the horizon. A consensus existed among CAG scientists 
that the guano island "biome ha[d] arrived at its state of climax." They realized that the guano 
birds were pushing their resource base to the limit and that an "ecological depression" could 
happen at any time. But these worries paled before an emergent threat: the rapid development 
of an industrial fishery based on anchoveta (Engraulis ringens), the guano birds' main food 
source. Beginning after World War II, these small fish were caught in the billions; after the 
collapse of the California sardine industry, they were processed by the trillions to produce 
high-protein feed for the Northern Hemisphere's industrial animals.62 CAG's administrators 
realized the ecological threat this posed to the guano birds and incessantly lobbied Peru's 
government to place strict limits on the growth of the fishmeal industry. When CAG's stable 
of marine scientists failed to persuade the government, CAG invited marine bird expert 
Robert Cushman Murphy and sardine specialist Frances Clark—two of the United States' 
foremost conservation scientists—to study Peruvian marine production with "disinterest" and 
"affection for pure science." They warned that unregulated growth might "kill the hen that 
lays the golden egg" or repeat the "calamitous" history of the California sardine. In response, 
the Peruvian government adopted several experimental fishery regulations designed to protect 
the guano birds, despite vocal opposition from fishing industry experts. This was a small but 
meaningful achievement for the guano industry.63 
51  
      Then came the "ecological depression" CAG had long dreaded. El Niño returned in 1957 
and stayed around until the end of 1958. After a decade of fat years, the inflated guanay and 
piquero populations withered. CAG had no way of feeding this enormous wild population. In 
desperation, CAG directed its workers to intensify their "prophylaxis" of the islands, 
eliminating bird cadavers and destroying the areas favored by bird ectoparasites in the futile 
hope that disease prevention might stem this holocaust. Inspired by Peruvian cotton farmers, 
who were among the first in the world to use DDT and other organo-insecticides on a large 
scale, CAG scientists even tried using Aldrin, benzene hexachloride (BHC), and other 
chemicals to get rid of parasites. Fortunately, these wrong-headed experiments failed: These 
chemicals are now known to cause egg-thinning, breeding failure, and direct poisoning in the 
very birds CAG was trying to protect.64 
52  
      The El Niño of 1957–1958 contributed to an economic crisis affecting the entire country. 
President Manuel Prado initially issued much more rigorous fishery regulations to protect the 
guano birds while "biological studies ... determine the maximum yield possible that will 
protect the national economy." But then a new species of expert stepped into the breach to 
forestall the impending fiscal collapse of the Peruvian state. With crucial support from the 
International Monetary Fund, an avant-garde neoliberal economist, Pedro Beltrán, took over 
national economic planning in 1959 and decided to let the free market determine the fate of 
Peru's marine environment. He abolished all limitations on industrial development and 
installed policies encouraging exports. This provided an enormous boost to the Peruvian 
fishmeal industry whose spectacular growth, in turn, powered a rapid economic recovery. By 
1962, Peru surpassed Japan as the largest fish-producing country by tonnage in the world. 
Meanwhile, a few daring chemical manufacturers tried to take advantage of the guano birds' 
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misfortune and opened Peru's first synthetic fertilizer plants. Yet it proved far more difficult 
and expensive than expected to replace the guano birds with modern chemical technology 
without the sort of protectionist policies Beltrán despised, especially after the guano. The 
guano birds proved the pessimists wrong and temporarily recovered from the disaster of 
1957–1958, eroding the market for the nascent Peruvian chemical industry. In Beltrán's Brave 
New World, Peru's guano birds outcompeted the country's chemical engineers but faced an 
increasingly difficult task competing with Peru's industrial fishermen.65 
      Peru's military could not tolerate this unplanned economic chaos with so many landless 
peasants pouring into Peru's cities and invading vacant lots, and with left-wing guerrilla 
movements springing up in the countryside in the wake of the 1959 Cuban Revolution. 
Reform-minded military officers took control of the Peruvian state for several months in 
1962–1963. In one of the ironic twists of ecological history, military technocrats used 
William Vogt's most influential contribution to modern environmental thought—the belief 
that human population growth was outstripping its food supply and threatening apocalypse—
to legitimate the replacement of Peru's guano birds. In their view, only a synthetic fertilizer 
industry not subject to recurrent ecological depressions could supply the growing fertilizer 
demand of Peru's exploding human population. Military planners immediately began hiring 
foreign experts to construct Peruvian fertilizer plants based on the Haber-Bosch process. 
CAG was renamed the Corporación Nacional de Fertilizantes (CONAFER) in 1963 to reflect 
this new vision. Using similar reasoning, defenders of Peru's gargantuan fishing industry 
claimed they were helping to feed the world's hungry by exploiting a lower trophic level of 
Peru's marine food chain. According to the gospel of efficiency, fishermen made far better 
use of natural resources than Peru's "anachronistic" guano birds. To back up these lofty 
claims, Peru's fishmeal industrialists began funneling large sums to support Peru's new 
Institute of the Sea (IMARPE) which was established in 1964 and soon became one of the 
world's centers of marine research. The industrialists cynically deemphasized the fact, 
however, that 99 percent of Peru's yearly catch went to produce meat for affluent 
northerners.66 
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      With competition for fish increasing by the day, Peru's guano birds died quite visibly 
during the next El Niño. In the summer of 1965, tens of thousands of starving sea birds 
descended on the open markets of Peru's coastal cities looking for food. This inspired 
enormous public outcry both in Peru and abroad, especially among those disgusted by the 
environmental horrors of Peru's coastal cities, which had become choked with industrial 
fumes and effluent smelling like dead fish. Many Peruvians had come to view the guano birds 
as symbols of national independence. This popular environmental consciousness was an 
important legacy of the guano industry's revival.67 
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      By 1965, a civilian government had returned to power. President Fernando Belaúnde, a 
former architecture professor with conflicting populist and technocratic tendencies, 
responded to public clamor by strengthening enforcement of laws to protect the guano 
industry. But this was a short-term response: He granted power to a government commission 
of experts to develop a long-term solution. Many Peruvians still thought of the guano birds as 
"the most valuable birds in the world." The agronomists who led CONAFER and the Ministry 
of Agriculture eloquently defended this point of view. But all those who really counted 
thought otherwise. Why should Peru rein in its most lucrative new industry in order to save 
the guano birds, particularly when Peru's expensive new fertilizer plants were having trouble 
selling their wares?68 
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      But developmentalist arguments did not win the day for the fishing industry. 
Conservationist arguments did. As a paid consultant to the fishing industry, U.S. biologist 
Milner B. Schaefer, the world's leading expert on fish population dynamics, developed a 
method to include guano bird predation in his anchoveta population model. Using computers, 
he quantified exactly how much Peru stood to benefit from the demise of the guano birds. 
Furthermore, Schaefer authoritatively blamed the guano birds' "catastrophic mortality" in 
1965 on El Niño conditions, not to competition from fishing. His "objective cost-benefit 
analysis" converted Coker's "wealth-producing birds" into predatory pests. With Schaefer's 
guidance, fishing industry executives and Peruvian marine scientists developed a plan to give 
scientists regulatory control over the fishmeal industry to ensure a "maximum sustainable 
yield" for human benefit. This sealed the guano birds' fate. In 1966, the Peruvian government 
stopped enforcing regulations protecting the guano birds from the fishing industry, and the 
fishing industry submitted for the first time to a series of limitations recommended by 
IMARPE to protect anchoveta stocks. Against their better instincts, the guano birds abided by 
their part of the deal and have held their population at no more than a few million ever since. 
The gospel of efficiency ended up condemning the Peruvian guano industry to its second 
Dark Age.69 
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      At least for Peru, this was no "age of ecological innocence."70 In the case of the guano 
birds, ecological thinking inspired a crime against nature intended to forestall an apocalypse 
caused by human overpopulation. Similar thinking legitimated the embrace of input-intensive 
agriculture elsewhere in the world, including the massive use of synthetic pesticides attacked 
by Rachel Carson in Silent Spring. It also legitimated the emergence of "bureaucratic-
authoritarian" military regimes elsewhere in Latin America far more brutal than Peru's 
reformist military. How then, with this tragic denouement, can the revival of Peru's guano 
industry be called a success? 
58  
      The second rise and fall of Peru's guano industry is a story of managerial 
accomplishment, though perhaps it is a story distasteful to most environmentalists. 
International conservation scientists emerged from this controversy with regulatory authority 
over the largest fishing industry in the world. The guano industry paled in comparison as a 
producer of wealth—and of excrement. (The vast "animal factories" fishmeal helped make 
possible have come to possess a dangerous propensity to produce vast concentrations of 
animal waste.)71 In view of the guano industry's ability to serve so many interests and survive 
so many crises across five decades, it became all the more plausible for military technocrats 
to envision themselves as the only men capable of directing Peru's chaotic development. 
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      But authoritarian technocrats overreached in Peru. In 1968, the Revolutionary 
Government of the Armed Forces seized control of the Peruvian state—then Peru's 
agribusiness, mines, and fishing industry—and stayed in charge for twelve years. In 
managing these industries, military technocrats lost sight of some significant details, such as 
the El Niño phenomenon. Unfortunately, in the case of Peru's anchoveta fishery, it proved far 
more difficult to manage an industry that depended on killing most of its own breeding stock 
each year than it did to provide birds with enough peace and quiet to cover entire islands with 
the world's most valuable poop.72 Is it any wonder that so many of the world's environmental 
movements—from the United States' dam-busters, to Japan's Minamata survivors, to 
Germany's Burger Initiativen, to India's Chipko protestors—rejected state managerialism? Is 
it any wonder that the scientists who founded Peru's Committee for the Protection of Nature 
became so depressed during the 1970s? Perhaps this case provides us all the more reason to 
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be concerned that "ecocrats" now present themselves as the only ones qualified to accomplish 
"sustainable development" or mitigate global climate change.73 
      Nevertheless, spring is not yet silent on Peru's guano islands. A few million guano birds 
remain. More importantly, a few people still remember the glory days of Peru's second Guano 
Age. Despite the enormous competition from Peru's fishing industry, a small expert-managed 
government company, PROABONOS, continues to shepherd Peru's remaining guano birds—
to serve high-value organic farming and ecotourists.74 Perhaps with a few more 
environmental success stories to serve as examples, this could mark the beginning of Peru's 
third Guano Age. 
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